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Abstract. In evaluation campaigns, participants often explore varia-
tions of popular, state-of-the-art baselines as a low-risk strategy to achieve
competitive results. While effective, this can lead to local “hill climbing”
rather than more radical and innovative departure from standard meth-
ods. Moreover, if many participants build on similar baselines, the overall
diversity of approaches considered may be limited. In this work, we pro-
pose a new class of IR evaluation metrics intended to promote greater
diversity of approaches in evaluation campaigns. Whereas traditional IR
metrics focus on user experience, our two “innovation” metrics instead
reward exploration of more divergent, higher-risk strategies finding rel-
evant documents missed by other systems. Experiments on four TREC
collections show that our metrics do change system rankings by reward-
ing systems that find such rare, relevant documents. This result is further
supported by a controlled, synthetic data experiment, and a qualitative
analysis. In addition, we show that our metrics achieve higher evaluation
stability and discriminative power than the standard metrics we modify.
To support reprodubility, we share our source code.
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1 Introduction
Researchers must balance risk vs. reward in prioritizing methods to investigate.
Higher-risk methods offer potential for larger impact, but with greater chance
of sub-baseline performance. In contrast, lower-risk methods are more likely to
yield improvement but may be incremental. A popular strategy to straddle such
risk is to investigate variants of popular state-of-the-art models (e.g., use of pre-
trained language models, such as GPT-3 [1]). While this represents a low-risk
strategy to achieve competitive results, it can lead to local “hill climbing” rather
than exploring higher-risk, more radical departures from current state-of-the-art
methods. Moreover, if many researchers build on similar baselines, this can limit
the overall diversity of approaches being explored in the field.

In this work, we investigate a novel class of “innovation” evaluation metrics
that seek to promote greater diversity among participant methods in evaluation
campaigns. Such community benchmarking and evaluation campaigns play an
important role in assessing the current state-of-the-art and promoting continuing
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advancements. For participants, evaluation campaigns provide a valuable testing
ground for novel methods, and evaluation metrics chosen by a campaign can
galvanize community attention on particular aspects of system performance.
Evaluation campaign metrics thus help to steer a field.

Whereas traditional IR metrics focus on ranking quality for the user, our in-
novation metrics instead reward exploration of more divergent, higher-risk rank-
ing methods that find relevant documents missed by most other systems. The
key intuition is that a system finding relevant documents missed by other sys-
tems must differ in approach. Specifically, we modify standard Precision@K and
Average Precision metrics to reward retrieval of such “rare” relevant documents
missed by other systems. A simple mixture-weight parameter controls the rela-
tive weight placed on such rarity, and setting this to zero reverts to the original
metric. As such, evaluation campaigns adopting our metrics could easily con-
trol the extent to which they want to reward diversity of approaches vs. more
standard user-oriented performance measures.

Experiments over four TREC collections show that our proposed metrics do
yield different rankings of systems compared to the existing metrics. In particu-
lar, we observe a steady decrease in rank correlation with official system rankings
as greater weight is placed on finding rare, relevant documents. This means that
if our metrics were adopted in practice, participants would be incentivized to
retrieve more diverse relevant documents, with the potential to spur further in-
novation in the field. Additional results show that our metrics provide higher
discriminative power and evaluation stability than the standard Precision@K
and Average Precision metrics that we modify.

Contributions. 1) We propose a novel class of “innovation” metrics to stim-
ulate greater diversity of document ranking approaches for evaluation campaigns.
Future work is expected to expand and improve upon our initial metrics. 2)
We propose new generalizations of classic P@K and AP metrics via a simple
user-specified mixture weight. This allows weighting document rarity or trivial
reversion to the standard metric. 3) Results over four TREC collections show
our metrics change system rankings, as well as providing higher discriminative
power and evaluation stability than the standard metrics we modify. 4) We share
our source code to support reproducibility and follow-on work3.

Our article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our proposed metrics.
Section 3 then presents an intial, controlled study using synthetic data to show
how retrieving rare vs. common documents affects system rankings. Next, Sec-
tion 4 presents our main results with TREC collections, including a qualitative
analysis in Section 4.6. We then present discussion and limitations (Section 5).
Section 6 discusses related work, and we conclude in Section 7.

2 Proposed IR Metrics

Retrieval of rare documents (that few or no other systems retrieve) indicates that
a system’s ranking algorithm diverges from that of other systems. In this section,

3 https://github.com/mdenizturkmen/ecir2023
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we introduce our two “innovation” metrics that seek to promote exploration of
different approaches by rewarding retrieval of such rare, relevant documents.
Specifically, we adapt Precision@K (P@K) (Section 2.1) and Average Precision
(AP) metrics (Section 2.2), introducing a linear interpolation parameter α that
balances the original metric vs. innovation by varying the weight placed on
document rarity. In both cases, setting α = 0 reverts to the original metric.

2.1 Rareness-Based Precision@K (P@KRareness)

We define our rareness-based precision-at-k as follows:

P@KRareness =
1

k

k∑
i=1

Rel(di) (1 + αR(di)) (1)

where k is the rank cut-off value, Rel(di) is a binary indicator function for
whether di is relevant or not, R(di) quantifies document rarity, and α is the
aforementioned linear interpolation parameter. As noted earlier, setting α = 0
reverts to the standard P@K formula. In the other direction, larger α values
provide greater reward for retrieval of rare documents. Like the original P@K,
only relevant documents contribute to the score (i.e., when Rel(di) = 1), so
document rarity is immaterial when Rel(di) = 0. We define rarity R(d) by:

R(d) = 1− Sd

S
(2)

where S is the total number of systems and Sd >= 1 is the number of those

that retrieve document d. Rareness is bounded by R(d) ∈ [0, (S−1)
S ], minimized

when a document is retrieved by all systems (i.e., Sd = S) and maximized when
only one system retrieves d (i.e., Sd = 1). Therefore, as the number of systems
S increases, retrieving rare documents becomes more valuable.

While α can be at any value, we recommend setting α ∈ [0, 1] yielding bounds
of P@KRareness ∈ [0, 2). The lowerbound of P@KRareness = 0 occurs when all
documents are non-relevant. The upperbound is reached when α = 1 and all

retrieved documents are relevant and have maximal rarity R(d) = (S−1)
S , thus

P@KRareness = 2 (S−1)
S < 2.

2.2 Rareness Based Average Precision (APRareness)

Assuming NR relevant documents for a given topic, we define APRareness as:

APRareness =
1

NR

k∑
i=1

Rel(di)P@KRareness(i) (3)

When α = 0, P@KRareness = P@K, and thus APRareness = AP . APRareness

directly inherits P@KRareness’s same lowerbound and upperbound of [0, 2).

3 Experiment with Synthetic data
We first present a controlled, synthetic data experiment to explore the behavior
of P@KRareness for varying α ∈ [0, 1] and numbers of D relevant documents
retrieved. We contrast evaluation of two hypothetical systems: Srare vs. Scommon,
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(b) Scommon

Fig. 1: Ranking of hypothetical systems, Srare and Scommon, for topic 1127540
of Deep Learning Track 2020 based on P@100Rareness. Experiments vary rarity
weight α as well as D, the number of relevant documents retrieved.

on a single topic (#1127540) from the Deep Learning Track 2020 (DLT20) [9], as
if our hypothetical systems had participated with other real participants. While
Srare always retrieves simulated relevant documents found by no other system,
Scommon retrieves the most common, real relevant documents first. We include
all official runs from DLT20’s document ranking task.

Figure 1 shows the P@100Rareness ranking of Srare vs. Scommon. Note that
lower rank indicates a better system, with the best system being ranked first
(i.e., having rank 1). First, recall that when α = 0, P@KRareness = P@k. In
this case, both Srare and Scommon are seen to exhibit the same P@KRareness

curve, as expected, since no weight is placed on rarity. Second, we see that
Scommon’s ranking is largely unaffected by α since it always retrieves common
(i.e., non-rare) relevant documents. In contrast, the ranking of Srare noticeably
changes across different α values. For example, it requires 28, 33, and 44 relevant
documents to be ranked first when α is set to 1, 0.5, and 0, respectively.

Overall, the results above validate our expectations regarding the behavior
of P@kRareness under controlled conditions. It reverts toward standard P@k at
α = 0, and results place greater emphasis on rarity as we move toward α = 1.

4 Experiments with Real Data

In this section, we first describe our experimental setup (Section 4.1). Next,
we compare our modified metrics vs. their original counterparts in terms of
system rankings (Section 4.2), discriminative power (Section 4.3), and evaluation
stability (Section 4.4). We also assess how our metrics are affected by the number
of systems (Section 4.5). Furthermore, we conduct qualitative analysis to better
understand the nature of rarely-retrieved documents (Section 4.6).

4.1 Experimental Setup

We use trec eval4 for calculations of classical evaluation metrics. We set cut-
off threshold to 100 for all metrics we use including ours. We use four different

4 https://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/
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Fig. 2: Kendall’s τ correlation between system rankings based on P@100Rareness

vs. P@100 and system rankings based on AP vs. APRareness.

TREC collections, including TREC5 [11], TREC8 [12], Web Track 2014 (WT14)
[7], and Deep Learning Track 2020 (DLT20) [9]. We carry out our experiments
using all official runs from ad-hoc search tasks of TREC-5, TREC-8, and WT14,
and the document ranking task of DLT20.

4.2 System Rankings

We compare system rankings for P@100Rareness and APRareness against rank-
ings based on P@100 and AP, respectively, in order to observe the impact of
rewarding rarity. We report Kendall’s τ rank correlation. Experiments with τAP

[31] yielded similar results and so are omitted.
Figure 2 shows Kendall’s τ scores on four test collections for varying α. As

expected, when α=0, our modified metrics revert to their unmodified forms, thus
yielding perfect τ = 1 rank correlation. We observe steady trends of decreasing
rank correlation with increasing α. While Kendall’s τ scores for comparisons
against AP and P@K metrics are similar in TREC5 and TREC8, they diverge
in WT14 and DLT20. For instance, when we compare P@100 vs. P@100Rareness

in DLT20, Kendall’s τ is lower than 0.9 (a traditionally-accepted threshold for
acceptable correlation [29]) for α > 0. However, we do not observe this when we
compare APRareness vs. AP. This suggests that DLT20 systems retrieve many
rare, relevant documents at low ranks, causing large changes in system rankings
when we use P@100Rareness. Smaller changes occur with APRareness as the
impact of documents are diminished due to their low ranks.

4.3 Discriminative Power

Discriminative power indicates how well a metric can tell systems apart. Zhou
et al. [34] measure discriminative power by counting the number of significantly
different system pairs. We apply this same method to measure the discriminative
power of our proposed metrics, using Tukey’s HSD test as the statistical hypoth-
esis test. Table 1 shows the number of significantly different pairs for baseline
and our proposed metrics when we use 95% and 99% significance thresholds.
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We observe that our metrics have higher discriminative power than baselines.
Increasing α tends to increases discriminative power across test collections.

TREC-5 TREC-8 WT14 DLT20
Metric α 95% 99% 95% 99% 95% 99% 95% 99%

P@100 0.0 598 406 3666 2973 218 174 61 15
P@100Rareness 0.5 680 457 3778 3050 213 168 173 24
P@100Rareness 1.0 728 476 3825 3079 213 168 237 82

AP 0.0 541 334 3731 2976 211 169 320 169
APRareness 0.5 632 404 3915 3209 216 168 352 209
APRareness 1.0 701 467 4048 3363 214 170 376 238

Table 1: Discriminative power of metrics for 95% and 99% significance thresholds.
The highest score for each collection and significance threshold is written in bold.
Note that the total number of system pairs are 1830, 8256, 406, 2016 for TREC-
5, TREC-8, WT14, DTL20, respectively.

4.4 Stability

If an evaluation methodology is reliable, the measured performance of systems
should be stable, i.e., should not change dramatically under different conditions.
In order to measure the stability of metrics, we adopt Buckley and Voorhees [3]’s
approach. We first sample T topics and calculate system scores on the sampled
topic set only. Next, we compare each pair of systems to see which performs
better. After repeating this process R times, we assess the stability of the com-
parison over the R trials. For example, imagine one system outperforms another
in 700/1000 trials, yielding stability 0.7 for that pair. We take the average sta-
bility scores of all pairs as the overall metric stability. In our experiments, we
arbitrarily set T to the half of the topic set in each collection (i.e., 22 (= ⌊45/2⌋)
for DLT20 and 25 (= 50/2) for the others). We set the number of trials R = 1000
but observed that the results largely converged after 100 trials. Results for base-
lines vs. proposed metrics are shown in Table 2. P@100Rareness and APRareness

yield a higher stability score in all cases vs. their classic counterparts.

Metric α TREC-5 TREC-8 WT14 DLT20

P@100 0.0 0.532 0.545 0.635 0.071
P@100Rareness 0.5 0.642 0.628 0.716 0.128
P@100Rareness 1.0 0.709 0.684 0.768 0.179

AP 0.0 0.513 0.580 0.433 0.425
APRareness 0.5 0.578 0.623 0.517 0.444
APRareness 1.0 0.633 0.656 0.585 0.466

Table 2: Metric stability scores. Our metrics are most stable across collections.
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4.5 Impact of Number of Systems

As retrieval-rarity of documents depends on the participating systems, system
scores and rankings might change when we use a different set of systems to
calculate the rarity scores of documents. To test how scores of systems change
as the systems to be evaluated vary, we conduct the experiment described in
Algorithm 1. In particular, we first rank all systems [Line 1]. Then we randomly
pick N number of systems [Line 5] and rank them [Line 6]. Subsequently, we get
how these N systems are ranked initially (i.e., when all systems are used) [Line
7] and calculate the τ score between these two rankings [Line 8]. We repeat
this process 1000 times [Lines 3-9] and calculate the average τ score [Line 10].
Table 3 shows the results for N = 2j , j ∈ [1 − 6] in TREC-8. We observe that
correlation scores are generally very high, suggesting that rankings of systems
are stable even though we use different sets of systems.

Algorithm 1 Experiment to Analyze Impact of Using N Participants

Input: P ← The whole participant list
N ← The number of selected systems

1: Ro ← rank systems in P
2: τN ← 0
3: trials← 1000
4: for all trials do
5: pN ← randomly sample N systems from P
6: rN ← rank systems in pN
7: RN ← filter systems ∈ pN from Ro

8: τN ← τN + τ correlation(RN , rN )
9: end for
10: τN ← τN / trials

Metrics N=2 N=4 N=8 N=16 N=32 N=64

P@100Rareness (α = 1) 0.970 0.976 0.983 0.987 0.992 0.995
APRareness(α = 1) 0.970 0.984 0.985 0.989 0.993 0.996

Table 3: Impact of number of systems based on the experimental setup explained
in Algorithm 1. We use TREC-8 for this experiment.

4.6 Qualitative Analysis

To better understand the nature of rarely-retrieved documents, we conducted
the following qualitative analysis. We randomly selected six TREC-8 topics,
computed the rarity R(d) of each relevant document d, and then selected five
documents with varying rarity scores. We manually analyzed how document
relevance changes depending on rarity. In general, while commonly retrieved
documents appear focused on the search topic, rarely retrieved documents differ
in focus but still contain relevant passages.

Table 4 presents manually analyzed documents for topic 431, whose narra-
tive states the information need: “latest developments in robotic technology”.
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The relevant document FBIS4-44815 with minimal rarity is entitled, “Germany:
Automation, Robotics Seen as Keys in Industrial”, which seems directly rel-
evant to the information need. In contrast, relevant document FBIS3-38782
(R(d) = 0.81) only indirectly mentions that a robot can be used for underwater
photography, with title “BND Warns Against Nuclear Terrorists”.

If rarely retrieved documents are less relevant, why reward their retrieval?
First, while the observation above may hold when all systems are roughly compa-
rable, this is not always true. For example, manual runs have long been advocated
in evaluation campaigns because they tend to differ markedly from automated
runs and find relevant documents that other systems miss. In general, we cannot
tell whether outlier systems are brilliant or remedial without human labels [27].
Second, our goal in this work is to encourage systems that diverge from the pack,
with the hope that such divergence will correspond to improvement. The nature
of research is that some amount of failure often precedes success, and that mak-
ing larger departures is important to create potential for larger improvements.
Third, even if we assume a user-centered view, finding additional, less relevant
documents can still be important in various cases: when there are few relevant
documents, in a “total recall” task setting [24] or pooling [28], or as input to a
rank fusion ensemble model [19]. We discuss these further in the next section.

Document
ID

Rareness Relevant Content

FBIS3-
38782

0.81 One of the trapeze-like wings had broken off, the nose was
missing, and in the dull gray water of Lake Constance even
a diving robot of the “Sear Rover” type could send only
diffuse video pictures from 159 meters below the surface of
the lake.

LA020889-
0003

0.62 A Japanese robot named Wabot II tickles a keyboard to
produce original music as part of an exhibit at the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry.

LA102589-
0109

0.41 The trucks, equipped with robotic arms that hoist and
empty containers, will collect trash every week and recy-
clable items twice monthly.

LA092189-
0061

0.22 Industrially they use robots for welding, painting or picking
and placing items, for example.

FBIS4-
44815

0.08 New applications for service robots are opening up also in
medicine and rehabilitation, in care for the aged and hand-
icapped, in bureaus and logistics, in municipal activities, in
households, in hobbies and recreation.

Table 4: Analyzed documents for topic 431. The relevant content column corre-
sponds to sentences that might fulfill the information need. If there are multiple
useful sentences in a document, the most informative one is selected.
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5 Discussion and Limitations
In this section, we discuss various aspects and limitations of our work: motivation
and concept of “innovation” metrics (Section 5.1), proposed methods (Section
5.2), our experimental design and findings (Section 5.3), and potential impacts
and directions for future work (Section 5.4).

5.1 Concept and Motivation

We envision potential benefit from stimulating greater diversity in document
ranking methods. In regard to evaluation campaigns, we suggest the field would
benefit if participants built upon a wider range of existing methods and/or inves-
tigated more radical departures from those methods. While today’s evaluation
campaigns are already healthy and vibrant, we believe it could be fruitful to:
1) reflect on, assess, and discuss as a community the ways in which we might
further strengthen evaluation campaigns; 2) to focus on diversity of approaches
and innovation in particular, and how to promote higher-risk research with po-
tential for greater gains; and 3) to operationalize metrics by which we might
measure and optimize for such innovation in evaluation campaigns. Potential
counter-arguments could be that: a) campaign steering committees are already
doing (1) and don’t need larger community engagement in it; b) innovation is
a complex construct that is best left to organic processes rather than trying
to “force” it through explicit optimization; and c) one can argue that research
construed as incremental is actually instrumental (i.e., small steps and minor
variants can add up over time to large advances). Such discussion and debate
seems healthy for a community, regardless of the outcome.

One controversial aspect of our work is the proposal of IR evaluation metrics
that explicitly seek to optimize something other than retrieval quality for the
user. In particular, the metrics we propose reward systems for retrieving relevant
documents missed by other systems, but there is no obvious reason a user would
prefer such rare relevant documents over common ones. In fact, less retrieved
documents may tend to be less relevant on average and thus aptly lower-ranked
(Section 4.6). In fact, prior work in meta-ranking (aka rank fusion) has exploited
the number of systems that retrieve a given document as a useful feature in
estimating document relevance [19]. However, our goal of promoting greater
community diversity of ranking methods is not a user-oriented metric, but a
field-oriented metric. Moreover, in seeking to promote higher-risk research, we
may need to explore a variety of methods yielding sub-par results for the user
before we discover a novel method that does provide a transformative advance.
For example, years of research on (then) sub-par neural networks was necessary
before yielding today’s state-of-the-art deep learning methods [20].

Rewarding retrieval of rare relevant documents also has potential to improve
meta-ranking (aka rank fusion or ensemble ranking) and pooling [28]. For in-
stance, ensemble models benefit from a diverse set of input systems that comple-
ment each other’s shortcomings. Thus, including input systems that find unique
relevant documents could boost ensemble performance. Pooling similarly bene-
fits from the diversity of participating systems so that the pool finds as many
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relevant documents as possible. This helps to ensure that the pool is reusable for
future systems using innovative approaches. Our metrics could thus encourage
more diverse systems to improve meta-ranking and pooling. In the other direc-
tion, recall measures for those tasks might also be repurposed to measure and
promote overall diversity and innovation of ranking approaches.

5.2 Proposed Metrics

The two specific innovation metrics we propose have a variety of limitations and
represent only the tip of the iceberg of better innovation metrics. We expect
future work will propose better metrics that surpass ours.

As noted above, the notion of innovation is a complex construct. Our metrics
that reward retrieval of relevant documents missed by other systems is clearly
a crude metric for quantifying such a complex construct. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the first metric for measuring and promoting such innovation,
but the first effort seldom represents the only or best way. More sophisticated
future work by others could model this construct with greater detail and fidelity.

While we have suggested combining Rel(di) and Rel(d) ·R(d) together into a
single mixture for simplicity, an evaluation campaign could also use these as sep-
arate and complementary official metrics, akin to evaluating precision vs. recall
separately rather than fusing them together into a single f-measure metric. On
the other hand, our mixture approach can also be seen as an easy way to gen-
eralize existing metrics to consider additional aspects of performance. Because
our modified metrics revert to their standard counterpart metrics when α = 0,
generalization allows use in that original, more restricted setting while also per-
mitting greater flexibility in incorporating additional factors when α > 0. While
we focus on generalizing existing metrics to include consideration of document
rarity, other researchers might incorporate other aspects of system performance
into traditional metrics using similar linear mixtures.

At a more mundane level, because our metrics are bounded by [0, 2), it may
be useful to renormalize them to a more standard [0, 1] range. While this might
be done to values posthoc, hindsight instead suggests two minor revisions to
formulas for future use. First, re-define rarity as R′(d) = 1 − Sd−1

S−1 ∈ [0, 1] for
S, Sd >= 1, maximized when Sd = S. Second, re-define P ′@Krareness as:

P ′@Krareness =
1

k

k∑
i=1

[
(1− α)Rel(di) + αRel(di)R(di)

]
(4)

where we now constrain α ∈ [0, 1] as a probability. This mixture model formu-
lation directly bounds P ′@Krareness ∈ [0, 1].

Our metrics assume linearity in: 1) how we quantify rarity R(d); and 2) the
mixture model between the classic metric and rarity. If we consider IR’s rich his-
tory exploring many variant functions for inverse-document frequency (IDF) to
weight rare terms [26], one could imagine similarly exploring many other weight-
ing functions for rarity. Regarding the mixture model, while we have assumed
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a fixed α across topics, future work might also investigate a hyperparamter ap-
proach (akin to Dirichlet smoothing [33]) to intelligently vary α per topic in
relation to per topic factors, such as the number of relevant documents.

Yet another idea would be to incorporate document importance alongside
rarity in the reward metric for innovation. Intuitively, finding a relevant docu-
ment that other systems miss is more important when there are few relevant
documents in total. As an example, assume for some topic that a given relevant
document is only retrieved by a single system. If there are only two relevant doc-
uments in total, finding that second relevant document may be vital to satisfying
a user’s information need. On the other hand, if there were 100 relevant doc-
uments, finding the 100th document may provide minimal further value. This
would suggest extending the metric to consider the number of relevant docu-
ments for a topic as well the retrieval-rarity of each relevant document.

Finally, our use of P@K and AP assumes binary relevance judgments. Future
work could extend innovation metrics to graded relevance judgments.

5.3 Experimental Design and Findings

While we evaluated over four test collections to assess generality, we did not ex-
plore properties of these test collections in detail, or how those varying properties
could impact our findings. In addition, expanding our coverage to further test
collections could further assess robustness of findings. Finally, it could be useful
to conduct a qualitative inspection of the meta-data descriptions of the best
performing systems (submitted by participants along with their TREC runs)
in order to assess correlation between system descriptions vs. which systems
perform best when scored by our innovation metrics.

5.4 Expected Use and Impact

Imagine our metrics were adopted by an evaluation campaign and one or more
participating systems sought to optimize them. Beyond the broad goal of promot-
ing higher-risk research and accelerating field innovation, this would be expected
to specifically lead to more diverse document rankings. Assuming a fixed eval-
uation budget (i.e., the number of documents that human judges will review),
less overlap across document rankings would mean that we could only pool to a
lower depth for the same cost. However, whether this would lead to a more or less
complete document pool remains an open, empirical question, likely dependent
on the setting of α used. For evaluation campaigns that permit participants to
submit multiple runs and distinguish an “official” run (contributing to pooling)
vs. additional runs (scored by the official run pool), whether official vs. additional
runs would be used to set Sd would also impact subsequent findings.

A well-known issue in IR is reusability of pools. A very different system might
find relevant documents all other systems missed, but if it did not participate
in the pool, it would be penalized in evaluation rather than rewarded. Similarly,
when we quantify rarity R(d) based on participating systems, there are ques-
tions of reusability for future systems evaluating on an existing pool. Moreover,
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we would expect that a system optimizing for such rarity would be even more
likely to run into this problem in practice. Another common distinction made is
between methods to create reusable test collections (e.g., pooling) vs. methods
to efficiently rank a current set of systems (e.g., StatAP [21] and MTC [4]).
Similarly, our rarity metrics will return different scores depending on the other
participating systems in the pool. A limitation of our work is that we only rank
systems participating in a shared-task, leaving study of reusability for future
work.

6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, no existing IR evaluation metrics consider innova-
tiveness of systems. While we frame this wrt. rarely-retrieved documents, prior
work has usefully designed metrics to evaluate systems reliably with missing
judgments, such as Bpref [2] and infAP [30]. These metrics aim to predict the
performance of systems with incomplete judgments. In contrast, our focus is to
promote innovation in document ranking methods.

To handle missing judgments, a number of studies have explored how to select
documents to be judged such as Move-To-Front [8] and MaxMean [16]. These
studies aim to maximize the number of relevant documents because unjudged
documents are assumed to be non-relevant. As a document is more likely to be
relevant if retrieved by many systems, commonly-retrieved documents are more
likely to be judged than rarely retrieved ones. However, in contrast to these
document selection methods, we assign more weight to rarely-retrieved ones.

In modifying P@K and AP, we have followed standard practice in aggregating
scores over topics using a simple arithmetic average. However, various other
aggregate statistics have been proposed. Robertson [23] asserts that the impact
of hard topic scores is diminished on the overall score with the arithmetic mean.
He thus recommends geometric mean instead. Ravana and Moffat [22] show that
geometric mean average precision (GMAP) is better at handling variability in
topic difficulty than arithmetic mean average precision (MAP). Mizzaro [17]
proposes normalized mean average precision (NMAP), which takes into account
topic difficulty. He defines topic difficulty as 1-(average AP score). Unlike these
studies, we focus on retrieval difficulty at the document level. In addition, prior
studies on topic difficulty work on how to aggregate traditional IR metrics.

As noted earlier, while we assumed binary relevance judgments and modify
only P@K and AP metrics, many other metrics exist, beyond binary relevance,
that could be extended to innovation. Prominent examples include normalized
discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [14], and rank biased precision (RBP) [18],
which assume that users will examine documents in the retrieval order and might
stop examining whenever their information need is satisfied. Such rank-based
metrics ascribe more weight to documents at higher ranks. Other important
evaluation metrics include miss (i.e., the fraction of non-retrieved documents that
are relevant) [13], fallout [15], expected reciprocal rank [5], weighted reciprocal
rank [10], and O-measure [25].
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Prior work has also proposed metrics rewarding the diversity within a single
document ranking in relation to novelty and coverage of different topic facets. For
instance, Zhai et al. [32] propose three metrics – subtopic recall metric (S-recall),
subtopic precision (S-precision) and weighted subtopic precision (WS-precision)
– that consider redundancy in ranked lists. Clarke et al. [6] extend nDCG by
rewarding novelty and covering multiple topic aspects. In contrast, we quantify
diversity across systems rather than within a single ranked list. In particular, we
reward systems for retrieving relevant documents that other systems miss.

7 Conclusion
We propose a new class of IR evaluation metrics designed to promote exploration
of higher-risk, more radical departures from current state-of-the-art methods.
These “innovation metrics” reward retrieval of relevant documents missed by
other systems. The key intuition is that finding relevant documents missed by
other systems suggests a markedly different approach. More specifically, we gen-
eralize classic Precision@K and Average Precision metrics via a simple mixture-
weight parameter controlling the relative reward for finding relevant documents
other systems miss. Setting this to zero reverts to the original metric.

Experiments over four TREC collections show that our proposed metrics
yield different system rankings compared to the existing metrics. In particular,
we observe a steady decrease in rank correlation with official system rankings as
reward increases for finding rare, relevant documents. These results are further
supported by a controlled, synthetic data experiment, as well as qualitative anal-
ysis. Collectively, results suggest that if our metrics were adopted in practice,
participants would be incentivized to retrieve more diverse relevant documents,
with the potential to spur further innovation in the field. Finally, we also show
that our metrics provide higher discriminative power and evaluation stability
than the standard Precision@K and Average Precision metrics that we modify.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first proposal of IR evaluation met-
rics designed to explicitly measure and promote innovation in ranking methods.
That said, the first attempt at any endeavor is seldom the only or best way
to accomplish it. Our two proposed metrics have a variety of limitations and
represent only the tip of the iceberg for imagining this new class of innovation
metrics. Consequently, we expect future metrics will be proposed that surpass
ours in better modeling the complex construct of innovation, and in doing so,
will further advance the cause of promoting innovation in ranking methods.
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